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Structural and Optical Properties of GaSe/GaAs(001) Layers
Grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy
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This paper reports on molecular beam epitaxy of GaSe 2D-layers on GaAs(001) substrates at growth tem-
peratures of TS ≈ 400–540 ◦C as well as studies of their structural and optical properties. Transmission electron
microscopy and the Raman spectroscopy techniques have established a correlation between the molecular beam
epitaxy growth conditions and the GaSe polytypes being formed. It has been shown that GaSe layers grown at
TS ≈ 400 ◦C can be characterized as a γ-GaSe polytype with a rhombohedral crystal lattice structure, whereas the
layers grown at TS ≈ 500 ◦C have a hexagonal structure and possess a ε-GaSe polytype. The latter also exhibit
strong near band-edge photoluminescence at T = 300 K. The strong anisotropy of the photoluminescence intensity
in an array of GaSe nanoplatelets has been revealed.
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1. Introduction

The development of epitaxial growth techniques of lay-
ered materials (MoS2, WSe2, GaSe, etc.) is of great im-
portance due to a large number of their potential ap-
plications. In particular, GaSe is a promising material
for the fabrication of field-effect transistors, terahertz
generators, and high-efficient photodetectors [1]. The
strong anisotropy of the transport, mechanical, and opti-
cal properties of GaSe is a consequence of its layered crys-
tal structure. Bulk GaSe crystals consist of vertically or-
dered≈ 0.8 nm-thick layers which are bonded together by
weak van der Waals forces, and each GaSe layer contains
four covalently-bonded Se–Ga–Ga–Se atomic sheets [2].
GaSe thin films are generally fabricated by mechanical
or chemical exfoliation techniques. However, in order to
realize practical applications of the 2D material-based
devices, it is important to synthesize large-area, high-
quality 2D crystals on commercially available substrates.
This paper reports on structural and optical properties
of GaSe layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
on GaAs(001) substrates.

2. Experiment

GaSe layers were grown on epiready GaAs(001) sub-
strates at a substrate temperature of TS = 400–540 ◦C by
using a double-chamber MBE setup (SemiTEq, Russia).
The Se/Ga flux ratio was controlled by measuring the
Se and Ga beam equivalent pressures (BEPs) at the
substrate position by using a Bayard–Alpert ion gauge.
A standard Ga effusion cell as well as a Se valve crack-
ing cell (Veeco, US) with the cracking zone tempera-
ture of TSe(cr) = 500 ◦C were used as molecular beams
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sources. Prior to the growth, the substrates were heated
in the growth chamber at TS ≈ 580–600 ◦C in the ab-
sence of As flux to remove the surface oxide layer, which
was controlled by reflection high energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED) measurements. The details of the MBE
growth of GaSe/GaAs(001) layers were published else-
where [3].

The samples were characterized by cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL JEM
2100F microscope), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(CamScan microscope), Raman spectroscopy, and micro-
photoluminescence spectroscopy (µ-PL) techniques. The
Raman and µ-PL measurements were performed at
room temperature using a T64000 (Horiba Jobin-Yvon)
spectrometer equipped with a confocal microscope. The
line at 532 nm (2.33 eV) of Nd:YAG laser (Torus, Laser
Quantum, Inc.) was used as the excitation source. The
laser power on the sample was as low as ≈ 25 µW in a
spot size of ≈ 1 µm.

3. Results and discussion

GaSe films can crystallize in different polytypes
(β, ε, γ, and δ), which differ from each other by stack-
ing sequence of the layers [2]. γ-GaSe has a rhombohe-
dral crystal lattice with the R3m space group, whereas
β, ε, and δ-GaSe have a hexagonal crystal lattice with
P63/mmc, P 6̄m2, and P63mc space groups, respectively.
The formation of one or another polytype depends on the
method of preparation as well as growth conditions (see,
e.g. [4]). In particular, GaSe layers grown by MBE are
usually of ε- or γ-polytype [5–7].

The influence of MBE growth conditions (Se/Ga flux
ratio, Ga flux intensity) on the surface morphology of
GaSe/GaAs(001) layers has been studied by using the
SEM technique [3]. The surface morphology of the sam-
ples grown at low growth temperature (TS ≈ 400 ◦C) and
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Fig. 1. Cross-sectional SEM (a) and TEM (b) images
of the GaSe layer grown on a GaAs(001) substrate at
TS ≈ 400 ◦C (Se/Ga (BEP) flux ratio ≈ 36).

different Se/Ga flux ratios looks similar. One can see
a number of so-called “nanoplatelets” of different sizes
and shapes randomly distributed on the relatively flat
growth surface. The surface density of nanoplatelets
as well as their size slightly decreases with a decrease
in the Se/Ga flux ratio [3]. The cross SEM image of
the sample grown at TS ≈ 400 ◦C demonstrates the for-
mation of a relatively plain layer with nearly abrupt
GaSe/GaAs(001) interface (Fig. 1a). The TEM electron
diffraction pattern of the same sample indicates that the
layer has a predominantly rhombohedral structure and
thus corresponds to the γ-polytype. The c axis of the
GaSe layer is directed normally to the substrate-layer
interface (Fig. 1b).

With increasing TS the surface morphology of GaSe
layers becomes rougher. The density of nanoplatelets
on the growth surface also increases significantly.
At TS > 500 ◦C the structure consists of a set of
nanoplatelets tilted towards both [11̄0] and [1̄10] di-

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM (a) and TEM (b) images
of the GaSe layers grown on a GaAs(001) substrate at
TS = 500 ◦C (Se/Ga (BEP) flux ratio ≈ 22).

rections of the GaAs substrate (Fig. 2a) [8]. Despite
a certain degree of disordering, due to the chemical in-
teraction between the substrate and the growing layer,
the c axis of GaSe nanoplatelets is mainly oriented along
the 〈111〉 directions of the GaAs substrate (Fig. 2b).
However, in Fig. 2b one can also see the formation of
an intermediate layer near the GaSe/GaAs interface in
some nanopletelets, which leads to an additional layer
tilt caused by a partial stress relaxation to accommodate
the lattice mismatch between GaSe and GaAs, as was
observed previously [9]. When the growth temperature
is raised up to TS > 530–540 ◦C, no growth of GaSe has
been observed even at a high Ga flux intensity.

Figure 3a presents the Raman spectrum of the bulk
ε-GaSe sample (curve 1), produced by HQ Graphene,
which was obtained in a scattering configuration with
the incident light directed along c axis. The figure also
shows the typical Raman spectra of GaSe layers grown
on GaAs (001) substrate at different growth conditions.
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Fig. 3. (a) Raman spectrum of the “bulk” ε-GaSe layer — curve 1. Raman spectra of GaSe layers grown on GaAs(001)
substrates at TS ≈ 400 ◦C (curves 2, 5), TS ≈ 500 ◦C (curve 3), and using two-stage mode (curve 4). All spectra are
normalized to the intensity of the A

′
1 symmetry line. (b) The polarized Raman spectra of the sample consisting of an

array of GaSe nanoplatelets (see Fig. 2a). The polarization of the incident and scattered light is parallel to either to the
[11̄0] direction (curve 1) or the [110] direction (curve 2) of the substrate. The inset shows the polarized Raman spectra
of bulk ε-GaSe.

It is seen that the Raman spectra of MBE grown GaSe
layers contain lines corresponding to vibrational modes
in GaSe [10], as well as two additional lines at frequen-
cies of 268 and 291 cm−1, caused by light scattering on
TO and LO phonons in the GaAs substrate. Curve 2
in Fig. 3a shows the typical Raman spectrum of a GaSe
layer grown at TS ≈ 400 ◦C. The main difference between
this spectrum and the spectrum of bulk ε-GaSe sample is
the absence of a line at a frequency of 19 cm−1. Accord-
ing to the group-theory analysis, the lowest frequency
line in the Raman spectrum of GaSe should correspond
to interlayer vibrations. However, in the primitive unit
cell of γ-GaSe there is only one GaSe layer [12]. Since the
adjacent layers belong to different primitive unit cells, the
interlayer vibrations refer to the modes at the Brillouin
zone boundary and hence should not be observed in the
first-order Raman spectra. The absence of a line at a
frequency of 19 cm−1 in the typical Raman spectrum of
the GaSe layer grown at TS ≈ 400 ◦C confirms the con-
clusion made from TEM data that the sample belongs to
the γ-GaSe polytype.

For the layers grown at TS ≈ 500 ◦C (curve 3 in Fig. 3a)
the line positions in the Raman spectra are very close to
the corresponding lines in the spectrum of the bulk ε-
GaSe sample. However, unlike the latter containing only
one line near 213 cm−1, a distinct doublet is observed
in the spectra of MBE grown samples 3 and 4 in this
spectral region. The presence of such a doublet is a con-
sequence of the substantial deviation of the c axis in the
GaSe nanoplatelets from the normal to the substrate-
layer interface. The Raman data obtained allowed us
to assume that these layers predominantly possess ε-
polytype.

The GaSe layer grown in a two-stage mode, i.e. with
the initial nucleation layer grown at TS = 400 ◦C, and
the main layer grown at TS = 500 ◦C (curve 4 in
Fig. 3a) can also be identified as being of the ε-GaSe
polytype. The TEM electron diffraction measurements
(not shown here) agree well with this assumption, in-
dicating the hexagonal crystal structure of the grown
layer. An additional argument in favor of this interpre-
tation is the first-principle calculations which predict the
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ε-polytype being a more stable form in comparison with
that of β-polytype, also having a hexagonal crystal
structure [11].

Nevertheless, there is no unambiguous correlation be-
tween the growth temperature and the formed GaSe poly-
type. In particular, GaSe layer grown at low TS ≈ 400 ◦C
with a rough surface morphology (probably due to non-
optimum conditions at the initial growth stage) con-
sists predominantly of ε-polytype according to its Raman
spectrum (curve 5 in Fig. 3a). The substantial deviation
of the c axis from the normal to the substrate plane is
also presented in this sample. This allows one to con-
clude that the formation of one or another polytype in
GaSe is determined by a combination of different factors,
not only by the growth temperature.

Figure 3b shows the polarized Raman spectra of the
sample consisting of an array of GaSe nanoplatelets (see
Fig. 2a), which was grown at TS = 500 ◦C. The spec-
tra were obtained in two scattering configurations: the
polarization of the incident and scattered light was par-
allel either to the [11̄0] direction (curve 1) or to the [110]
direction (curve 2) of the substrate. The polarized Ra-
man spectra of bulk ε-GaSe obtained in scattering con-
figuration with incident light directed normally to the
optical c axis are shown in the inset to Fig. 3b. The pro-
nounced difference in the spectra obtained using x(zz)x̄
and x(yy)x̄ scattering geometries is clearly seen (here,
the z direction is parallel to the optical c axis). Compar-
ative analysis of the polarized Raman spectra obtained
for a bulk ε-GaSe and an array of GaSe nanoplatelets
allows one to conclude that the array of nanoplatelets is
a strictly oriented one. It is established that the projec-
tion of the optical c axis in nanoplatelets on the substrate
plane is oriented along the [11̄0] or [1̄10] direction of the
GaAs substrate. This finding is fully consistent with the
TEM data (Fig. 2b) obtained on the same sample.

GaSe layers grown at high TS ≈ 500 ◦C demonstrate
strong PL at T = 300 K. Figure 4a presents linearly po-
larized PL spectra of an array of GaSe nanoplatelets in
the region of the fundamental absorption edge. The ex-
citing polarized radiation (hvexc = 2.33 eV) was incident
along the normal to the substrate plane and at an an-
gle of α = 40–45◦ to the optical c axis of nanoplatelets.
The emitted light was detected in the opposite direction.
In the geometry of the experiment shown in the inset to
Fig. 4a the exciting and detected light propagating inside
the nanoplatelet contains both polarization components
E ‖ c and E ⊥ c. Rotation of the nanoplatelet about
OO’ axis by 90◦ results in exciting and detecting the
nanocrystal PL in pure E ⊥ c polarization from the same
point of the sample. The spectral position (1.99 eV) of
the emission bands in Fig. 4a corresponds to the position
of the direct free exciton emission band at T = 300 K [13].
It is evident that the observed free exciton emission is po-
larized predominantly within E ‖ c.

To explain such a strong anisotropy in the PL inten-
sity, let us consider the structure of the energy levels
of free excitons in GaSe. If one includes the spin and

Fig. 4. (a) Room temperature linearly polarized PL
spectra of an array of GaSe nanoplatelets in the region of
the fundamental absorption edge. (b) The dependence
of the PL intensity vs. the angle between the projec-
tion of the polarization of light and the projection of
the optical c axis of the nanoplatelets on the substrate
plane.

electron–hole exchange interaction, the ground state of
the direct free exciton in the GaSe crystal (space group
P 6̄m2) splits into singlet (Γ4) and lower-lying triplet
(Γ6 + Γ3) states. For a free exciton the singlet-triplet
splitting is ∆ ∼= 2 meV [14]. The Γ6 − Γ3 splitting is
∆1 � ∆. Optical transitions to the singlet state Γ4 (spin
S = 0) are allowed in the E ‖ c polarization. Triplet ex-
citons have a total spin S = 1, with Sz = 0,±1 spin pro-
jections on the c axis. Optical transitions to the triplet
states Γ6 with Sz = ±1 are allowed in the E ⊥ c polar-
ization due to a weak spin–orbit interaction, and the Γ3

state with Sz = 0 is optically inactive [14]. On the as-
sumption that under band-to-band optical excitation the
generation rates of the Γ4 and Γ6 excitons are close to
each other, as well as the lifetimes of the excitons, their
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emission intensities should be proportional to the prob-
abilities of optical transitions from the exciton states to
the ground state of the crystal. In this case the ratio of
≈ 45–50 between the emission intensities in the E ‖ c
and E ⊥ c polarization should be ascribed to the dif-
ferent probabilities of optical transitions from the singlet
(Ws) and triplet (Wt) states, taking into account that
Ws �Wt [15].

Figure 4b shows the dependence of the PL intensity
vs. the angle between the projection of the polarization
of light and the projection of the optical c axis of the
nanoplatelets on the substrate plane. The angles 0◦ and
180◦ correspond to the E ‖ c polarization, and the angles
90◦ and 270◦ correspond to the E ⊥ c polarization. The
strong anisotropic dependence of the PL intensity is an
additional evidence of a strictly oriented array of GaSe
nanoplatelets.

4. Conclusions

GaSe layers grown by MBE on GaAs(001) substrates
at substrate temperature within TS = 400–540 ◦C range
have been studied in detail using a number of charac-
terization techniques. The correlation was established
between the MBE growth conditions and GaSe polytype
formed. GaSe layers with a relatively flat surface mor-
phology grown at TS = 400 ◦C belong to the γ-GaSe
polytype with the c axis directed normally to the sub-
strate surface. ε-GaSe polytype dominates in GaSe layers
grown at TS ≈ 500 ◦C. The TEM measurements indicate
the preferential orientation of the c axis of ε-GaSe along
the 〈111〉 directions of the GaAs substrate. GaSe lay-
ers grown at high TS ≈ 500 ◦C demonstrate strong near
band-edge photoluminescence at T = 300 K. A strong
anisotropy of the PL intensity in a strictly oriented array
of GaSe nanoplatelets grown at TS ≈ 500 ◦C has been
found and explained.
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